Abstract

The Au’au Channel between the islands of Maui and Lanai, Hawaii comprises critical breeding habitat for humpback whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae*) of the Central North Pacific stock. However, like many regions where marine mega-fauna gather, these waters are also the focus of a flourishing local eco-tourism and whale watching industry. Our aim was to establish current trends in habitat preference in female-calf humpback whale pairs within this region, focusing specifically on the busy, eastern portions of the channel. We used an equally-spaced zigzag transect survey design, compiled our results in a GIS model to identify spatial trends and calculated Neu’s Indices to quantify levels of habitat use. Our study revealed that while mysticete female-calf pairs on breeding grounds typically favor shallow, inshore waters, female-calf pairs in the Au’au Channel avoided shallow waters (<20 m) and regions within 2 km of the shoreline. Preferred regions for female-calf pairs comprised water depths between 40–60 m, regions of rugged bottom topography and regions that lay between 4 and 6 km from a small boat harbor (Lahaina Harbor) that fell within the study area. In contrast to other humpback whale breeding grounds, there was only minimal evidence of typical patterns of stratification or segregation according to group composition. A review of habitat use by maternal females across Hawaiian waters indicates that maternal habitat choice varies between localities within the Hawaiian Islands, suggesting that maternal females alter their use of habitat according to locally varying pressures. This ability to respond to varying environments may be the key that allows wildlife species to persist in regions where human activity and critical habitat overlap.
Introduction

Emerging research indicates that marine mammals fulfill a range of crucial functions within marine systems, from serving as bio-indicators of the health of marine eco-systems \[1, 2\] to the maintenance of key nutrient levels in surface waters in temperate marine regions \[3, 4\]. Consequently, the conservation of recovering marine mammal populations may be seen as more than just the protection of individual, charismatic species; pro-active management may be more broadly justified as a means of restoring and maintaining healthy marine ecosystems.

As many marine mammal populations typically aggregate to feed and to breed, protected area management can be highly effective \[5\]. However, where these aggregations coincide with areas of high anthropogenic activity and/or the aggregations themselves attract high levels of human activity in the form of eco- and wildlife tourism, effective management can be challenging. In regions where human activity and wildlife habitat overlap, alterations in animal behavior are commonly reported. In some cases the outcome may be beneficial; for example, in North American elk (Cervus elaphus), the use of urban areas reduces predation and provides alternative winter forage, resulting in increased reproductive success \[6\]. More typically though, a range of different mechanisms results in reduced individual fitness: in big horn sheep (Ovis canadensis), foraging in urban areas leads to increased parasite loads \[7\]; in pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana), increased vigilance close by roadways reduces foraging time \[8\] and in forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis), individuals forego access to high quality food and habitat resources in response to human presence within favored areas \[9\]. The collective concern in all these studies is that in the absence of ameliorative management, changes in individual fitness may ultimately lead to population level impact.

In marine mammals that haul-out to breed, such as pinnipeds, fidelity to land-based breeding sites is typically high and human presence in these regions can lead to reductions in reproductive rates (e.g., \[10\]). However for entirely aquatic marine mammals, the fluid nature of their distribution means that deleterious changes in their environment initially lead to altered patterns of habitat use rather than changes in survival and reproductive success \[11, 12\]. Still, changes in distribution and habitat use are recognized as a consequence of disturbance and as potential pre-cursors to ecological changes and population level impacts \[13\]. Patterns of habitat use in mobile marine mammals therefore warrant close attention. In this study, we examine patterns of habitat use in female-calf humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) pairs in the waters of the Au’au Channel, Hawaii, where high levels of human activity and critical humpback whale habitat overlap.

Wintertime congregations of humpback whales in Hawaiian waters comprise around 50% of the Central North Pacific Stock and number between 8,500–10,000 animals \[14\]. The Au’au Channel, between the islands of Maui, Lanai and Molokai, is the most populous region within Hawaii \[15, 16\] and is used preferentially by maternal females (i.e. lactating females with an accompanying calf) \[17\]. The channel also comprises a busy marine thoroughfare and serves as the center for a wide range of tourist-based ocean activities, including a flourishing whale watching industry. As the channel is a core region of the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary, some management restrictions are in place: federal guidelines mandate minimum approach distances of 90 m throughout Hawaiian waters and certain types of
Wintertime migration of humpback whales from high latitude feeding areas to low latitude breeding grounds such as Hawaii is primarily seen as an anti-predator strategy for maternal females [20], [21]. Predatory pressure from killer whales (Orcinus Orca) typically targets first season calves [22], but as low latitude breeding grounds lie beyond the killer whale’s habitual range [23], the threat of predation is postponed until the calves’ natal migration to the feeding grounds [22]. By this point, larger body size [24], and better co-ordination skills [21] reduce calf susceptibility to predation, however development of these attributes may be constrained by the energy budget of the female-calf pair. High energetic costs are associated with calving and lactation [25], and as maternal females fast throughout the breeding season, stored maternal fat comprises the sole source of nutrition for the female and her calf during this period [24]. Consequently, maternal behavioral strategies that conserve energy carry fitness benefits [26], as conserved energy resources become available to promote the growth and development of the maturing calf. Energetically conservative maternal strategies include a preference for protected coastal waters [27]–[34], where calm surface conditions may reduce energy consumption during swimming for young calves [33], [34]. Additionally, maternal females may use shallow and/or coastal waters to segregate from actively breeding adults [27], [28], [30], thereby minimizing the likelihood of energetically expensive associations with multiple male groups [27], [35].

In certain well-known odontocete populations, high levels of vessel activity or whale-watching have led to energetic stress and the subsequent abandonment of previously favored habitat [36], [37]. For mysticetes, while short term behavioral changes in response to vessel activity that would incur energetic costs have been documented (examples include increases in swimming speeds [38] and increased surface activity [39]), surprisingly few studies document patterns of habitat use within perturbed regions (see [40], [41] for exceptions). Arguably, the behavioral changes reported may not be biologically significant for most individuals in the population [42] and therefore they are unlikely to drive changes in habitat use. However for maternal females during the lactation period, the consequences of disruptions to the finely balanced energetic budget could include reduced calf body size [43] leading to increased susceptibility to predation during the natal migration [24]. Smaller adult body size may also lower adult fitness [44]. Additionally, poor quality natal habitat and increased stress during early development may carry lifelong physiological costs [45]–[48].

Currently, fine scale trends in maternal habitat choice within the Au’au Channel are poorly documented. The most frequently cited studies describing maternal habitat preference in the region were conducted in the late seventies, at which time female-calf pairs were reportedly seen in near shore waters in several localities across Hawaii [49] and within 0.5 km of the shoreline along the coast of West Maui [50]. Subsequent accounts of habitat use by female-calf pairs indicated some dispersal from the Maui shoreline between 1980 and 1984 [51], [52] and based on these accounts, the State of Hawaii implemented the current wintertime ban on thrill craft in near-shore waters. Follow up studies have not been conducted in the Au’au Channel since the ban was imposed in the early nineties, however quantitative studies in lesser-used female-calf habitat along the Kohala shoreline of the Big Island of Hawaii [53], [54] and the northern shoreline of Kauai [55], indicate that female-calf pairs favor shoreline waters in these areas and in the absence of updated information, these findings are applied ubiquitously across Hawaiian waters. Scientists and management agencies currently cite a consistent preference in female-calf pairs for shallow, coastal waters across Hawaii (e.g. [18], [56], [57]).

Accurate and up to date documentation of habitat preference is a prerequisite for effective management of critical habitat and this is especially important in coastal regions, where vessel traffic, human activity and wildlife may be concentrated. In this study, we use quantitative survey techniques to document current trends in habitat choice in maternal humpback whales using the more heavily trafficked eastern portions of the Au’au Channel. As humpback whale calves are followers [58] and typically remain within one body length of the maternal female throughout the breeding season [59], we document locations of female-calf pairs and attribute the choice of these locations to the maternal female. We compare levels of habitat use to habitat availability according to depth, distance from shore, underwater terrain and proximity to a local small boat harbor, Lahaina Harbor, and test the alternate hypothesis that maternal females preferentially use shallow, inshore waters. We demonstrate that maternal females avoid these waters and therefore we evaluate the roles that different environmental factors may play in shaping maternal habitat use in this area. Additionally, we examine current patterns of social stratification in this region, and based on these findings we speculate that current trends in maternal habitat use represent a trade-off between the potential benefits and varying pressures within this favored breeding region.

Results

Survey Data

The chosen study area comprised the eastern portion of the Au’au Channel and included the shoreline of West Maui, Hawaii (Figure 1). It covered 124. 5 km², extending from the shoreline to
either the mid- or deepest point of the Au’au Channel at each minute of latitude, whichever lay furthest off-shore. Within the study area, water depths range up to 112 m, with a mean depth of 55.9 (s.d. 20.8) m. The terrain of the channel (the bottom topography) comprises ridges of drowned coral reef, referred to in this study as rugged regions, interspersed between flat, sandy, concentric basins, hereafter referred to as flat regions [60]. Transect–based surveys were conducted across the study area on 34 different days between 2008 and 2010, comprised of 177 hours of observation and covered a total distance of 731.1 km along randomly chosen survey lines that zigzagged across the study area. The locations of 148 groups that included 356 animals were included in the final dataset. The overall encounter rate for the entire study was 0.49 individual whales and 0.20 groups of whales km$^{-1}$ (Table 1).

**Figure 1.** Map of the Hawaiian Islands, Au’au Channel and the study area. Within the study area, zigzag transect lines were constructed between waypoints set at 1 minute intervals. Inner waypoints were set at 0.25 km from the shoreline and outer waypoints at the deepest or mid-point of the channel, whichever lay furthest offshore. The final perimeter of the study area extended from the shoreline to 750 m beyond the outer waypoints.

![Map of the Hawaiian Islands, Au’au Channel and the study area.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.g001)

**Table 1.** Encounter rates for March ‘08, ‘09 and ‘10, Au’au Channel, Maui, Hawaii.

![Table 1. Encounter rates for March ‘08, ‘09 and ‘10, Au’au Channel, Maui, Hawaii.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.t001)

As there was no evidence of inter-annual variability in sighting locations, data from the three consecutive years (2008–2010) were used in the study, (For distance from shore; ANOVA $F_{2,145}=2.397$, $P=0.095$, for water depth; $F_{2,145}=0.385$, $P=0.681$, for proximity to the harbor; Kruskal–Wallis $X^2_{2,148}=3.275$, $P=0.194$ and for nature of terrain; Pearson $X^2_{2,148}=0.705$, $P=0.703$). A power analysis confirms the reliability of these results (For ANOVA; $(1-\beta)=0.775$, for $X^2$ tests; $(1-\beta)=0.914$, G-power [61]).

### Vessel distribution in the study area

A snap-shot survey of vessel traffic across the study area was conducted to identify key trends in vessel traffic levels within the study area. From a land-based survey site, 89.4 % of the study site (111.3 of 124.5 km$^2$) was in view and only a small, inshore region to the south of the study site was out-of-view. During twice daily scans at varying times of the day, we documented the locations of 335 vessels in the study area, with a mean vessel sighting rate of 14.6 (s.d. 6.2) vessels per scan across the study site. Commercial, permitted vessels accounted for 84.5% of all vessels sighted. Vessel densities (sightings km$^{-2}$) peaked in shoreline regions and in regions closest to the harbor, and then declined with increasing distance from the shoreline and the harbor (Figure 2). The gradient of this decline was most pronounced in relation to harbor proximity and changes in vessel density were closely correlated with increasing distance from the harbor ($r=−0.9$). On the basis of these results we considered proximity to the harbor as a proxy for relative levels of vessel traffic within the study area.

**Figure 2.** Shore-based estimates of vessel density in the eastern portion of the Au’au Channel.

Differences between regions were significant for vessel density vs. distance to shoreline ($X^2_{4, 335}=174.1$, $p<0.001$) and for vessel density vs. proximity to the harbor ($X^2_{4, 335}=...
Vessel sighting rates did not vary with time of day (for morning, mid-day and afternoon sighting rates; Kruskal Wallis $X^2 = 3.35, P=0.049, \beta=0.978$). When vessels were classed according to activity (whale-watching, transiting or stationary), the proportions of vessels engaged in different activities showed no evidence of variation either according to distance from shore (Pearson $X^2 = 9.875, P=0.158$) or proximity to the harbor (Pearson $X^2 = 9.371, P=0.312$).

### Trends in habitat use in female-calf pairs

A total of 86 female-calf groups, (i.e. groups containing a maternal female, her associated calf and any other number of adults) were encountered during the survey. The mean distance from shore for the locations of these groups was 4.75 (s.d. 2.27) km and the mean depth of water was 58.8 (s.d. 14.7) m. Mean proximity to the small boat harbor (Lahaina Harbor) was 5.94 (s.d. 1.99) km and 63% (54 of 86) groups were sighted in regions of rugged terrain (where bottom topography principally comprised of drowned reef [60]).

To examine female-calf habitat use in relation to habitat availability within the study area, we sub-divided the study area according to four key environmental variables (distance from shore, depth of water, nature of the bottom terrain (terrain was described as rugged or flat) and proximity to the harbor). We compared levels of habitat use by female-calf groups to the proportional availability of each type of habitat within the study area, using Neu's Indices. Habitat use was uneven relative to distance from shore (using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) goodness of fit test for continuous data; $D_{BS}=0.155, P=0.02$), water depth ($D_{BS}=0.320, P<0.001$), proximity to the harbor ($D_{BS}=0.301, P=0.001$) and in relation to the nature of the terrain (rugged vs. flat terrain; Pearson Chi-Squared test, with Yates Correction; $X^2=4.702, P=0.025$).

Regions where the 95% confidence intervals of observed counts were entirely below expected counts based on habitat availability were classified as avoided areas. For female-calf groups, avoided areas included shallow waters (<20 m), regions both closest to (<2 km) and most removed from (>8 km) the harbor and regions of flat terrain. Regions where 95% confidence intervals of observed counts were entirely above expected counts based on habitat availability were classified as preferred areas. For female-calf groups, preferred areas included water depths between 40–60 m, regions between 4–6 km from the harbor and regions of rugged topography (Table 2, Figure 3).

To evaluate the relative influence of the different environmental factors, we constructed a series of generalized additive models (GAM), using the four environmental variables described (distance from shore, depth of water, nature of terrain and proximity to the harbor) as possible predictors of presence/ absence of female-calf groups within 1 km² grid squares across the study area. The models identified non linear trends in relation to depth, distance from the shore and proximity to the harbor while levels of occurrence increased with increasing percentage of rugged terrain within the grid squares (smoothed curves for each environmental variable are provided in Figure 4). Based on the comparison of AICc (second-order bias correction for Akaike’s Information Criteria) values, proximity to the harbor was the single most influential explanatory factor for female-calf occurrence across the study area. However, this explained only a small amount of the total deviance observed (16.4% – see Table 3).

### Figure 3. Density of female-calf humpback whale groups in the Au’au Channel, Hawaii, based on systematic surveys conducted during March 2008–2010.

This map uses kernel density estimation to create a continuous surface representation of the densities of sightings of female-calf pairs within 1 km² cells (Spatial Analyst ArcView 9.3). Values range from 0 (lowest density – blue) to 1.9 (highest density – red).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.g003

Subsequent construction and evaluation of cumulative models including combinations of the four predictor (environmental) variables and potential interactions between these variables explained considerably more of the variation (up to 44.5%). Based on the comparison of AICc values, several models warranted equal consideration ($\Delta$AICc <2). Of these, the models that explained most deviance included proximity to the harbor, depth of water and terrain. Inclusion of these three individual explanatory variables independently explained 44.3% of the deviance in the model, and adding pair-wise interactions between these three factors further increased the deviance explained by a slight margin, to 44.5% (Table 3).
To further clarify the nature of any potential interactions between proximity to the harbor, water depth and terrain, we compared levels of habitat use of preferred depth (i.e. 40–60 m) and preferred terrain (i.e. rugged regions) where the preferred region fell within 4 km of the harbor to levels of use of preferred habitat in adjacent areas that lay between 4 and 6 km from the harbor. We used Neu’s Indices for these comparisons. For preferred depths (40–60 m), levels of use were not significantly different; (Neu’s Indices $= 0.39$ within 4 km of the harbor vs. 0.61 between 4 and 6 km; $X^2_{1, 21}=1.789$, $P>0.1$). For preferred (rugged) terrain, levels of use of rugged terrain within 4 km of the harbor were significantly lower than levels of use of rugged terrain further away (4–6 km) from the harbor, (Neu’s Indices $= 0.35$ vs. 0.65; $X^2_{1, 37}=38.941$, $P<0.001$).

### Distribution of adult groups

A total of 62 adult-only groups, (including single animals, pairs of animals and groups of >2 animals) were encountered during the transect survey. For these groups, the mean distance from shore was 5.06 (s.d. 1.95) km, the mean depth of water was 63.3 (s.d. 10.7) m, mean proximity to the small boat harbor (Lahaina Harbor) was 6.26 (s.d. 1.77) km and a slight majority (55%; 34 of 62) of groups were sighted in regions of flat terrain (where bottom topography principally comprised of flat, sandy basins [60]).

Next, we examined levels of habitat use compared to habitat availability for adult-only groups using Neu’s Indices. For the adult-only groups, levels of habitat use were uneven for distance from shore ($D_{1, 62}=0.161$, $P<0.001$), water depth ($D_{1, 62}=0.231$, $P<0.001$) and proximity to the harbor ($D_{1, 62}=0.266$, $P<0.001$), however there was no evidence of heterogeneity relative to the nature of the terrain ($X^2_{1, 62}=1.1798$, $P>0.10$). Regions that adult-only groups avoided included shallow (<40 m), inshore (<2 km) waters, and regions most removed from (>8 km) the harbor. The only clear preference demonstrated by adult groups was for regions between 6 and 8 km from the harbor. There was also a borderline indication of preference for waters of depths 60–80 m (the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval for the proportion of sightings observed in this region was precisely equivalent to the expected proportion based on habitat availability; Table 4).

Using generalized additive models (GAM) to evaluate the relative influence of the four different environmental factors (depth of water, distance from shore, bottom terrain and proximity to the harbor), results identified the nature of the terrain, closely followed by water depth as the most...
influential explanatory factors for adult presence/absence, based on the comparison of ΔAICc values, however the most influential single factor (terrain) explained only 11% of the deviance in the model (Table 5). Compiling the explanatory variables into cumulative GAM models produced moderate increases in model performance. The best model selected on the basis of ΔAICc values included all four variables plus the interaction between distance from shore and depth, and explained 30.3% of the deviance in the dataset (Table 5).

### Table 4. Habitat preference in adult-only humpback whale groups along the eastern shoreline of the Au’au Channel, Maui, Hawaii.

[Download Table 4.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.t004)

### Table 5. AIC values for generalised additive models describing the influence of environmental factors on the occurrence of adult humpback whales in the Au’au Channel, Maui, Hawaii.

[Download Table 5.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.t005)

### Group location according to social group composition

Overall, comparing mean locations between female-calf groups and adult-only groups with regards to distance from shore, water depth and proximity to the harbor, differences were not significant (Table 6). A power analysis confirms the reliability of these results ((1-β) = 0.855, G-power [61]). However, relative to bottom topography (rugged vs. flat terrain), when female-calf groups were compared to adult-only groups, female-calf groups were more frequently associated with rugged terrain (Pearson χ², 148=4.532, P=0.033; Figure 5).

### Figure 5. Humpback whale sightings along the eastern shoreline of the Au’au Channel, Maui, Hawaii, classified by presence (female-calf groups) or absence (adult-only groups) of a calf in the group.

[Download Figure 5.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.g005)

### Table 6. Locations of humpback groups classified according to the presence or absence of a calf.

[Download Table 6.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0038004.t006)

Classifying groups by precise social composition of the group (unaccompanied female-calf pairs, female-calf pairs with a single escort, female-calf pairs with >1 escort, single adults, dyad adult pairs, and adult-only groups of >2) also indicated that differences in location were non-
Discussion

Accurate and up-to-date information on local patterns of habitat use is a pre-requisite for effective conservation of marine fauna, especially in heavily used regions such as coastlines. In this study, based along the coastline of West Maui, Hawaii, preferred female-calf habitat comprised waters between 40–60 m deep and regions that were between 4 and 6 km from Lahaina Harbor. Maternal females (females accompanied by a first season calf) avoided regions that were within 2 km of the coastline and regions where depths were less than 20 m. Notably, female-calf pairs also favored regions of rugged bottom topography and avoided regions where bottom topography was flat.

Generalized additive models (GAM’s) using four different environmental variables (distance to shore, depth of water, nature of terrain (classified as rugged or flat) and proximity to the harbor) identified proximity to the harbor as the single most influential factor predicting habitat use by maternal females in this region; regions with highest levels of vessel traffic saw lowest levels of use by maternal females. Additionally, while female-calf groups showed a preference for rugged bottom terrain across the extent of the study area, where regions of rugged terrain fell within close proximity (4 km) of the harbor, these regions were used less than rugged regions further removed from the harbor.

Social segregation or stratification, though typically characteristic of humpback whale breeding grounds, was minimal in this region; we speculate that this lack of clearly defined stratification may be a consequence of the avoidance of coastal waters.

Maternal habitat use

The avoidance of coastal waters by maternal females in this region stands in stark contrast to trends seen elsewhere. While high levels of boat traffic in coastal regions provide one possible explanation for these low levels of use, other explanations should be considered. For example, these areas could be beyond the typical range of tolerance for female-calf pairs (i.e. these areas could be too shallow or too close to the shoreline). Reviewing habitat use in maternal females across other regions suggests that this is not the case. With regards to depth, maternal females favor equally shallow water depths (of less than 20 m) on several key humpback whale breeding grounds (e.g., [28], [62], [63]). Looking across the range of different breeding regions surveyed to date, female-calf groups consistently favor waters less than 50 m deep [32], [64]–[66]. In comparison, maternal depth preference across different regions within Hawaii is variable. On the Penguin Banks, an offshore region that ranks a close second to the Au’au Channel as a favored female-calf region within Hawaii [16], female-calf groups congregate on the south-western tip of the bank, in the shallowest waters available where depths range between 30–40 m deep [16]. In contrast, along the Kohala coastline of the Island of Hawaii and the north shore of Kauai, regions that are also lightly used by female-calf pairs [16], maternal females use comparatively deeper water than in other regions (mean reported depths range from 56 to 83 m respectively [54], [55]).

In this study, as the mean depth for female-calf pairs was recorded as 58 (s.d.14.89) m, evidently female-calf pairs in the Au’au Channel are using deeper waters compared to both the Penguin Banks and the Kohala coastline.

With regards to proximity to the shoreline, on alternate breeding grounds maternal females are routinely found within 1–2 km of the shoreline. In many of these areas, steep shoreline gradients
place female-calf pairs close to the coastline in the shallowest water available. Examples include Antongil Bay, Madagascar, [28], the coastline of the Osa Peninsula, Costa Rica [64], the Kohola coastline of the Island of Hawaii, Hawaii [54] and the North shore of Kauai, Hawaii [55]. In contrast, where shallow waters extend offshore, such as on the Abrolhos Bank in Brazil and in coastal regions of Ecuador, female-calf groups favor areas up to 10 km from the shoreline [62], [63], while on the Penguin Banks in Hawaii, the choice of the shallowest waters on the banks places female-calf pairs some 40 km off the nearest coastline. Taken cumulatively, these examples suggest that proximity to the shoreline may be a flexible feature in maternal breeding habitat choice. In contrast, maternal preference for the shallowest water available is a consistent trait. Habitat use by maternal females in the Au'au Channel appears to be the exception; here, maternal females preferentially use deeper waters that lie further offshore and avoid shallow, shoreline areas.

Given the correlation between high levels of vessel traffic inshore in waters and the avoidance of these regions by female-calf pairs, it would be easy to assume that this is a causative relationship. Numerous examples of animals altering their patterns of habitat use or avoiding previously favored habitat in response to increasing traffic or vessel activity have been reported elsewhere. Examples include both terrestrial (e.g., [67]–[70] and marine systems (e.g., [36], [71]–[73]), with maternal females frequently exhibiting high sensitivity to these disturbances (e.g., [74]–[76]). In this study, we see the correlation of the effects of shoreline and harbor proximity; overall, the lowest levels of maternal habitat use (indicated by the Neu’s Indices) are seen in areas closest to each of these features, where levels of vessel traffic are highest. Additionally, evidence from the GAMs constructed identifies harbor proximity as the single most influential factor in maternal habitat choice. Still, care should be taken in attributing any influence on maternal habitat use entirely to the presence of vessel traffic. Many other issues, such as changes in water quality, increasing run-off associated with changing patterns of land-use and changes in the acoustic environment may also impact these regions and warrant consideration. Further research is required to determine the degree to which any of these other factors may or may not be involved.

Is this a long term trend?

Comparing the results of this study to previous work on female-calf use of coastal waters in this area suggests that an increasing distance from the shoreline could potentially be the continuation of a long term trend. During the early eighties, Glockner-Ferrari and Ferrari [50], [51] reported a drop in the proportion of female-calf pairs sighted within 0.4 km of the shoreline, from 36.4% of all female-calf groups sighted in 1981 to 17.2% of all female-calf groups sighted in 1983. Salden [52] also reported an increase in the mean distance from shore for female-calf pairs between 1981 and 1986; the mean distance from shore for female-calf pairs was reported as between 3–4 km by the end of this study. Certainly, the methods used vary both between these two early studies, and between these early studies and the current study. Notwithstanding, within this data set only 1 of 86 female-calf groups was sighted within 0.4 km of the shoreline (this represents 1.2% of groups) and while the study area defined in this study was similar in dimensions to Salden’s study area [52], the mean distance from shore for female-calf pairs in this study was 4.75 (s.d. 2.27) km. These comparisons certainly suggest that levels of use of shoreline regions by maternal females have decreased between the early seventies and today, with the caveat that some of the variability between the data sets may reflect different survey techniques. Further research using consistent survey methods is warranted to determine whether or not this is a long term trend. In the meantime, this study demonstrates that female-calf pairs currently exhibit a clear preference for mid-channel over coastal waters.

Maternal trade-offs in habitat use

For maternal females, coastal waters provide a range of potential benefits, ranging from reduced costs of swimming for young animals [34] to reduced predation pressure [77], [78]. However, where favored regions comprise exposed offshore banks, such as the Penguin Banks, protection is minimal and waters are frequently rough, and where breeding grounds lie in warmer water, predation pressure is minimal [20], [79]. An alternate explanation for the use of shallow water is as a means of facilitating social stratification and thereby reducing male harassment. This has been documented in multiple alternate regions across a wide range of mysticete breeding grounds (e.g., [28], [30], [78]) and in some regions, segregation of female-calf pairs from actively breeding adults within wintering grounds is a deterministic factor in terms of calf survival [27].

Evidence from maternal regions within Hawaii confirms that a degree of social segregation is in place in some Hawaiian waters. Female-calf pairs cluster in the shallowest water on the Penguin Banks while adult-only groups use deeper waters across the extent of the banks [16] and along the Kohala shoreline of the Island of Hawaii, female-calf groups come closer to shore and use shallower depths than adult groups [16], [54]. In our study area, while we saw no difference in mean depth or distance from shore for female-calf groups vs. adult-only groups, we did detect evidence of slight separation between the two groups using Neu’s Indices, where habitat use is standardized against habitat availability. Adult groups exhibited a borderline preference for 60–80 m depths, while female-calf preference was for depths between 40–60 m. However for adult groups, the 40–60 m region came a close second in terms of levels of use (Neu’s Indices = 0.448 for 40–60 m and 0.481 for 60–80 m) and similarly for female-calf groups, levels of use of the 60–80 m depths were only slightly lower than levels of use for the 40–60 m region (Neu’s Indices 0.374 for 40–60 m and 0.239 for 60–80 m). Cumulatively, this suggests some overlap, with both
A lack of clearly defined separation in mid-channel waters would carry potential costs for female-calf pairs, should this increase the likelihood of female-calf associations with multiple male groups. Recently conducted playback experiments conducted in this area document female-calf groups moving away from the recorded sounds of multiple male groups [80] and previous research has demonstrated that when associated with multiple male groups, female-calf energy costs rise by around 30%, as pairs switch from rest to travel and swimming speeds increase [35].

The costs of persistence in highly trafficked regions for female-calf humpback whale pairs are also well-documented. Female-calf groups are more sensitive to vessel presence compared to other social groups [81], and in Hawaiian waters, calves are more prone to vessel strikes than other age cohorts [47]. Maintaining a startle response to vessel traffic reduces the likelihood of injury, but increases stress [46], [48]. Additionally, female-calf pairs communicate acoustically [82], [83], and this also could be impacted in highly trafficked waters [84].

Evidently, for maternal females both inshore and mid-channel waters within the Au'au Channel may be associated with a range of potential costs and benefits. While the use of shallow waters is typically seen as a method of reducing the likelihood of associations with multiple male groups, female-calf pairs along the West Maui shoreline and close to the harbor will be exposed to higher levels of vessel traffic. Mid-channel waters reduce exposure to vessel traffic, but place female-calf pairs in closer proximity to multiple male groups. In the Au'au Channel, as maternal females avoid coastal waters in favor of mid-channel regions, this would suggest a potential trade-off between the costs and benefits of these different areas. As our results indicate maternal females favor deeper waters over shallow, coastline areas along the West Maui shoreline, this trade-off plays out in favor of maternal use of mid-channel waters. Several other studies documenting maternal response to human disturbances provide illustrations of increased maternal sensitivity to disturbance resulting in similar trade-offs in habitat choice (e.g., [85], [86]).

**Single escorts and the bodyguard hypothesis**

Pertinent to this potential trade-off may be the predominance of female-calf-single escort groups in this area. The majority of maternal females in the Au'au Channel (70–85%) are escorted by a single male whale [87]. Single escort associations may alter the behavioral budget of the female-calf pair, increasing energetic consumption to some extent [35], [88], but these single males also fit Mesnick's "body guard" definition [35], [89], [90], potentially deflecting male aggression and reducing the likelihood of attracting multiple males [90], [91]. On other humpback whale breeding grounds where social segregation is more distinctly defined, the frequency of female-calf–single escort groups is much lower than in the Au'au Channel (e.g., Samana Bay, Dominican Republic; 35% [92], coastal Ecuador; 23.5% [93] Albrohos Bank, Brazil; 41% [94]).

Meanwhile, the incidence of maternal associations with multiple male groups on these stratified breeding grounds (Samana Bay, Dominican Republic; 6% [92], coastal Ecuador; 9.5% [93] Albrohos Bank, Brazil; 6.5% [94]) is only slightly higher than seen in this area (10.5% in this study, which concurs with estimates from other studies [93], [94]). Potentially, as maternal females disperse from the coastal waters of the Au'au Channel, associations with a single male escort may comprise a behavioral mechanism that offsets the risk of increased harassment by proximate multiple male groups in mid-channel waters. Similar behavioral mechanisms have been reported elsewhere. For example, in an evolutionarily comparable species, Grevy's zebra (*Equus grevyi*), associations between lactating females and single males serve as an effective mechanism to reduce male harassment of the female in regions where the preferred habitat of lactating females and breeding males overlap [93].

**Bottom topography and habitat use in maternal females**

One of the more surprising results in this study was the noted preference in maternal females for regions of rugged bottom topography. Topography has been cited as a determinant factor in one other study of female-calf habitat use; however, preference was seen for regions of gentle slope [64]. A simple explanation may be that the rugged regions provide an alternate shallow water environment for maternal females. The mid-channel regions where bottom terrain is rugged essentially comprise ridges of drowned karst reef, and these regions are slightly shallower than the surrounding flat, sandy basins that comprise the flat terrain [60]. As the regions of rugged and flat terrain are interspersed across the channel, maternal preference for these regions would be not expressed in distance from shore, but as these regions are slightly shallower, it may be expressed in depth preference. Tenuous details may also be drawn together to suggest a connection between bottom topography, social role and reproductive strategies in humpback whales. Primarily, these relate to site choice; and more specifically, the preference and suitability of flat sandy basins for the broadcast of humpback whale song [34]. In this study, we did detect a slight preference in singing whales and dyad pairs for sandy, flat terrain; however, as the role of song remains in debate, our results at most suggest a novel route for further research.

**Timing of the study**

This study was restricted to the latter portion of the season and the implications of this should be considered, as they could provide alternate explanations for the patterns of association and habitat choice that we report here. For example, during this portion of the season, maternal females could relocate from coastal to mid-channel waters in search of post-partum mating groups in fact using depths within 40–80 m range.
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Surveys were conducted in March 2008, 2009 and 2010 along the eastern shoreline of the Au’au Channel, West Maui (~20° 52’ N, 156° 40’ W). The Au’au Channel is essentially a drowned land bridge that once connected the islands of Maui and Lanai. It features gently sloping shoreline gradients, maximum water depths of ~ 150 m, a median depth of 55 m and complex mid channel topography that includes sea mounts and ridgelines, interspersed between steep-sided sandy basins [60]. Our study area (Figure 1) extended from the Maui shoreline to either the mid- or deepest point of the channel at each minute of latitude, whichever lay furthest offshore. Northern and southern limits were set within the lee provided by the West Maui Mountains, thereby minimizing local variations in sightability and sea state across the study area and ensuring that the small boat harbor in Lahaina, West Maui was included.

Survey Design

We constructed an equally spaced zigzag sampling transect between parallel waypoints at 1

In conclusion

Reviewing maternal habitat choice across Hawaiian waters suggests a flexible response to changing environmental conditions. Tagging and photo-id studies confirm that maternal females in Hawaiian waters move between favored female-calf regions both within and between seasons [17, 197, 198]. In regions where shoreline waters are available to them and provide shallower water than surrounding areas, maternal females adopt the typical patterns of social stratification that characterize mysticete breeding regions [54, 55]. However, where the shallower waters lie offshore, or where the available shallow waters carry other costs, such as increased human disturbance, the results of this study support the conclusion that maternal females forego the protection of the shoreline; they favor alternate offshore waters, and may adopt alternate behavioral strategies to offset the potential costs of these regions.

Within Hawaii, the Au’au Channel provides the most extensive expanse of protected, shallow water within the island chain and at this point, most recent audits indicate that maternal females maintain a significant preference for this region [16, 17]. Further research is required to fully understand the appeal of this region for maternal females. Our results indicate that cumulatively, the factors considered here account for almost 50% of the variability in maternal habitat choice; therefore other factors, potentially ranging from alternate environmental factors to social dynamics, may yet prove to play a key role in directing fine-scale habitat use in maternal females in this area. For now, these results highlight the key areas currently used by maternal females during the latter portion of the season, and as this represents a crucial pre-migratory growth period for calves [59], we would suggest that these areas warrant targeted, careful and precautionary management.

Alternatively, males could relocate from deeper regions to mid channel waters during this portion of the season, and effectively swamp previously well-defined patterns of stratification. Most non–maternal females will have already left the breeding grounds [98], and maternal females attract more male attention as the season progresses [97]. However, given the negative impacts of multiple male attention [27, 35], any relocation or increase in males in near-shore waters would be expected to amplify maternal avoidance strategies. Thus, the continued avoidance of coastal waters during this portion of the season underscores the reduced appeal of these areas for maternal females in this region.
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Ethics Statement

The study was conducted under NMFS scientific research permit # 10018 and under associated Hawaii State permits, SH2008-, SH2009- and SH2010-08. Full details of the precise research protocols used in this study were carefully reviewed by the Office of Protected Species, prior to issuance of the above research permit. Inherent in this review, is the requirement that every effort be made to minimize any impact on animals during research activities. As this detailed and extensive review had been conducted by experts in this field, further ethical review by the cooperating institution, California State University Channel Islands was not required. All research protocols additionally comply with the Endangered Species Act (1973) and the Marine Mammal Protection Act (1972) (https://apps.nmfs.noaa.gov/docs_cfm/laws_and_regulations.cfm).

Study Site

Surveys were conducted in March 2008, 2009 and 2010 along the eastern shoreline of the Au’au Channel, West Maui (~20° 52’ N, 156° 40’ W). The Au’au Channel is essentially a drowned land bridge that once connected the islands of Maui and Lanai. It features gently sloping shoreline gradients, maximum water depths of ~ 150 m, a median depth of 55 m and complex mid channel topography that includes sea mounts and ridgelines, interspersed between steep-sided sandy basins [60]. Our study area (Figure 1) extended from the Maui shoreline to either the mid- or deepest point of the channel at each minute of latitude, whichever lay furthest offshore. Northern and southern limits were set within the lee provided by the West Maui Mountains, thereby minimizing local variations in sightability and sea state across the study area and ensuring that the small boat harbor in Lahaina, West Maui was included.

Survey Design

We constructed an equally spaced zigzag sampling transect between parallel waypoints at 1
minute of latitude intervals across the study area (Figure 1); this ensures equal probability of coverage across the site, with completed transects comprising independent samples [99]. Daily starting points were chosen randomly, all surveys were conducted in sea states of <Beaufort 2 and 2 different survey vessels (a 6 m and an 8 m powerboat) traveled at approximately 9 km hr\(^{-1}\) (5 knots) along the survey lines. Two designated naked-eye observers scanned on opposite sides of the vessel and any sightings within 90 degrees on either side of the forward bow and within an estimated 1 km to either side of the survey line were recorded. Effective strip width for humpback whales on boat based surveys in Californian waters with a set speed of 5 knots (9.4 km hr\(^{-1}\)) has been previously estimated as 3.2 km [100]; consequently we assume that sightability within 1 km of a transect line within Hawaiian waters, for surveys conducted in Beaufort sea scale <2, would be 100%. Detection probability, based on the ratio of surface to submerged time, may vary with the social composition [115]; based on a boat speed of 9.4 km hr\(^{-1}\), mean detection probability was slightly higher for groups containing calves vs. adult-only groups (0.36 vs. 0.31).

Locations of sighted whales were recorded as latitude and longitude on handheld GPS units after the whales(s) left the surface. Generally, as humpback whales dive they leave a footprint, (a vortex of flattened water) that persists at the surface, so wherever possible, this was used as a marker. Otherwise, location was estimated based on the last sighting of the first surface interval observed. Group composition was established following protocols described in Cartwright and Sullivan, [59]. When single adult whales were encountered, a hydrophone (Cetacean Research, Washington, USA: Model CR1) was lowered to detect singing, and when loud, potentially local singing was heard, observations were prolonged until the whale sighted surfaced again. Where cessation and subsequent resumption of the song consistently co-incided (over >2 surfacings) with surface observations of the individual, the adult was recorded as a singer. Fluke photo ID's [101] and surface images documenting body markings, lesions and other scars were compiled for all sighted animals and used post-hoc to eliminate any chance of pseudo replication over the course of the day, between survey vessels or within regions of over-lap at the beginning or the end of any successive transects.

**Vessel distribution**

Vessel distribution within the study area was monitored over a 10-day period in March 2010. The aim of this short term survey was to provide a representative snapshot of typical trends in vessel traffic levels at the time of year when the study was conducted annually. Numbers of commercial vessels in the region remain relatively constant year-to-year due to slip and launching permit restrictions. Currently, there are 38 commercial permits available for the small boat harbor in Lahaina, 29 for Maalaea Harbor, a small boat harbor approximately 12 km to the south of the study region and another 6 launching permits allow commercial operators to launch vessels from Mala Wharf, which is a small boat ramp within the northern portion of the study area. Local harbor officials confirmed that all commercial permits were in use during each whale season over the course of the study and financial incentives ensure that commercial operators typically run the maximum feasible number of trips per day. We reviewed their schedules to verify trip frequency, and saw no unusual variations in the numbers of daily trips scheduled over the course of the study. Berthing limitations constrain the numbers of private vessels that operate in this region. The proportion of private vessels and any potential variation in their numbers was assessed during vessel data analysis.

Vessel scans were conducted from a land-based station overlooking the study area, with a maximum of 3 scans daily, and a minimum 3 hr interval between scans. Commercial vessels were typically easily recognizable, so vessels could be identified as commercial or private, and vessel locations were recorded using a surveying theodolite (Sokkia DTS20A), with theodolite readings subsequently converted to latitude and longitude in digital degrees using the Pythagorus program [102]. Vessel activity was classified as (1) whale-watching, where vessels were within 500 m of a group of whales, traveling intermittently and at approximately the same speed and heading as the whales, (2) transiting, when vessels were underway and travel was primarily uni-directional, and (3) stationary, when vessels were not moving and there was no evidence of active relocation during the period of observation. Vessels on permanent moorings around the harbor were documented but were not included in the scan counts.

**Spatial analysis**

A Geographic Information System model (GIS) was constructed using ArcGIS 9.3 (Environmental Systems Research Institute). All whale and vessel sightings were plotted, island profiles were obtained from Digital Elevation Maps from the United States Geological Survey, coastline data came from the Hawaii Data Clearinghouse and water depth was obtained from the Main Hawaiian Islands Multibeam Synthesis web site, (http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/HMRG/Multibeam/index.php) and incorporated as a 50 m bathymetric grid. NOAA's Benthic Terrain Modeler [103] was used to classify areas of complex topography as peaks, crests and depressions, based on fluctuations in gradients. A 750 m buffer constructed around the survey line provided coverage of 86% of the study area without overlap between mid-sections of adjacent transects. As sightings within an estimated 1 km had originally been recorded, this reduced any potential edge effect. Sightings that fell beyond the buffer were discarded, as were sightings from incomplete transects. Although this did reduce the sample size slightly, Strindberg and Buckland [99] advocate these steps as a method of maintaining equal probability coverage across the survey area.
The Spatial Analyst extension of ArcView 9.3, 2010, ET GeoWizards 10.2 [104], and Hawth's Analysis Tools [105] were used to further explore the spatial dimensions of the GIS model. Contours were constructed across the study area at 2 km intervals from the shoreline and 20 m intervals in depth, providing distinct regions classified by distance from shore and water depth. Areas of complex terrain (peaks, crests and depressions) were enclosed within a 100 m buffer to incorporate transitional areas and joined into a single component layer, describing “rugged” topography within the study area; areas outside these regions were annotated as “flat” and coincided closely with the sandy basins described by Grigg et al. [80]. Proximity to Lahaina harbor was delineated by 2 km-wide, concentric bands centered on the harbor entrance. Estimates of distances to the closest coastline, water depth, nature of the terrain and proximity to the harbor were obtained for all whale locations, areas of the different defined zones were calculated in km² and counts of whale and vessel occurrences within these zones were compiled. For the purposes of statistical modeling, a 1 km square grid overlaying the study area was created and for all grid squares that fell completely within the 750 m buffers of the transect lines, whale occurrence (as presence/absence), median depth, centroid distances to the nearest shoreline and to the small boat harbor, and percentage of rugged topography were compiled. Finally, the distribution of female-call groups across the study area was summarized in a kernel density map (Spatial Analysis toolbox, ArcView 9.3), using 1 km² cells. This tool essentially compiles density of point locations (female-call groups) into a smooth, continuous two dimensional layer (Figure 2).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using PASW version 18, and R version 2.11.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 2006). An ANOVA analysis was used to detect any overall inter-annual variability in mean distances from shore, depths and proximity to the harbor and a test for evidence of association was used to examine variation in choice of terrain between years.

Assessing habitat use

Neu's Method, with modifications as advocated by McClean et al. [106] and Redfern et al. [107], was used to quantify levels of habitat use relative to availability, for regions defined by distance from shore, depth, nature of terrain (rugged vs. flat) and proximity to the harbor. To detect heterogeneity in habitat use we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test for continuous data [107], [108] and Pearson’s Chi squared test where habitat was classified into discrete categories, with Yates correction for continuity incorporated where the number of groups was only 2 (ν = 1). As a follow-up, 95% confidence intervals around proportional use estimates were computed to expected use estimates based on habitat availability, to identify where habitats were selected disproportionately to their availability [109]. Habitat was then designated as (1) avoided, (95% confidence interval (CI) of the observed proportion of sightings in each region was entirely below the expected proportion of sightings), (2) preferred, (95% CI of the observed proportion of sightings in each region was entirely above the expected proportion of sightings) or (3) neutral (95% CI for the observed counts contained the expected proportion). Neu's standardized selection indices were also calculated; these provide directly comparable indices of habitat use. Initially we assessed variations in levels of habitat use for female–calf pairs (female-calf groups) and then repeated the process using adult-only groups.

Habitat modeling

In order to determine the relative influence of a range of environmental factors, (distance from shore, water depth, nature of terrain, and proximity to Lahaina Harbor) on the distribution of whales within the study area grid, we constructed a series of generalized additive models (GAM; [110]), using the ‘mgcv’ package for R [111]. The environmental factors were considered as potential explanatory variables and the presence/ absence of whales comprised the response variable. Each of the environmental variables was used separately to provide a series of non-linear models reflecting the influence of each individual variable [112]. We applied a binomial model with a clog-log link, which compensated for the inequalities in the frequencies of different values for the dependent response variable that were present in the data. Thin plate regression splines were used (this is the default setting in “mgcv”) and the appropriate degree of smoothing for each curve was assigned by “mgcv”, with a maximum value of k = 10. Model selection was based on comparisons of second order Akaike's Information Criteria (AICc; [113]) to account for any effect of a small sample size relative to the number of environmental factors considered. Comparisons of AICc values provide a simple, effective, and objective means for model selection. Models with lower AICc values are assumed to best fit the data with the least possible number of parameters. Models with AICc values differing by less than 2 are considered to be equivalent [114]. For model validation we used the gam.check function in “mgcv” to plot residuals, identify any overly influential data points and confirm homogeneity across the data set.

To investigate interactions between variables and improve the explanatory performance of the model, we then used a forwards stepwise procedure to construct multivariate GAMs. We started with the single best performing explanatory variable and added additional variables and then their interactions with the existing variables in the model, based on the improvement of the model’s performance. Co-linearity was apparent between most of the explanatory variables (Spearman rho values were between 0.5 and 0.8 for pair-wise comparisons of distance to shore, depth, and proximity to the harbor), however GAM's are resilient to this [114]. Model performance was assessed according to the model's AICc scores and for those where ΔAICc values were with a range of 2, we considered the best model to be the one where the greatest
amount of deviance was explained. Models were constructed for female-calf groups and subsequently for adult-only groups.

**Evidence of social stratification**

Groups were initially classified based on the inclusion of a calf in the group and subsequently by precise social composition, then differences in mean distance from shore, depth proximity to the harbor and choice of terrain were examined, using standard parametric tests for normal data and non parametric tests for non normal data. The level of significance was set at 0.05, with corrections for multiple testing incorporated as appropriate.
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